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In working with projective planes and the planar ternary rings coordina- 
tizing them, it often seems as though the “essential” property of the planar 
ternary ring is that the naturally defined addition and multiplication both 
give rise to loop structures, while the further solvability conditions sometimes 
seem to be merely an afterthought. The purpose of this paper is to investigate 
in some detail the algebraic and geometric consequences of such a notion. 
For it turns out that the correct definition of “ternary loops” gives rise to a 
certain type of incidence structure which is a generalization of the idea of 
projective plane. In fact, this incidence structure (defined in Section 1) can 
be coordinatized (Section 2) in a manner completely analogous to what occurs 
in the study of projective planes, and many of the theorems valid for pro- 
jective planes and planar ternary rings are also valid for the new objects 
(pseudo planes and pseudo ternaries). 
In Section 3, the properties of finite pseudo planes are investigated along 
with certain existence questions, and Sections 4 and 5 explore the collinea- 
tions of pseudo planes and the relationships between “central collineations” 
of pseudo planes and algebraic properties of pseudo ternaries. The paper is 
concluded with an interpretation of one of the results on finite pseudo planes 
in the notation of zero-one matrices. 
The study of this particular generalization of the geometric axioms for 
projective planes seems to be interesting for several reasons. First, there is 
some hope that a study of some such objects will give some insight into 
existence and nonexistence questions about projective planes. Secondly, this 
seems to be the most general set of axioms which allows one to set up the 
unique correspondence between coordinatizing rings and the geometric 
structures in the manner of projective planes. Third, it gives rise to a set of 
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algebraic systems which are quite natural generalizations of planar ternary 
rings, and tinally, there seem to be many interesting problems which arise 
from a consideration of the axioms and some of the examples which are 
discussed in Section 3. 
1. PSEUDO PLANES 
A set, ?r, of points and lines, together with an incidence relation, I, will 
be called a pseudo plane if there are two distinct points PI , P, E r, and two 
distinct lines L, , L, E rr such that PI 1 L, , PI IL, , P, 1 L, , and such that 
(1) For any point P such that P 1 L, or P 1 L, , and any Q E X, there is a 
unique line L E rr with P 1 L and Q 1 L. 
(2) For any line L, such that PI IL or Pz IL, and any line M E W, there 
is a unique point P with P IL and P 1 M. 
(3) There are four points in ST, no three of which are incident with the 
same line. 
The set P, , Pz , L, , L, will be called a coordinutizing configuration of rr. 
The relevance of the notion of pseudo planes and coordinatizing configura- 
tions will be made more explicit when it is shown that every pseudo plane can 
be coordinatized, and the algebraic properties of the coordinatizing ring are 
explored in some detail. At this point, however, some facts about pseudo 
planes can be ascertained in a purely geometric manner. Observe first that 
every projective plane rr is a pseudo plane in which any set of two points 
P, , P, and two lines, L, , L, with PI IL,; Pi IL, , i = 1, 2, is a coordina- 
tizing configuration. Thus, the notion of pseudo plane is a generalization 
of the concept of projective plane, and we shall show later that it is a proper 
generalization. 
We note that axioms (1) and (2) are mutually dual, and wish to show that 
the principle of duality holds for pseudo planes. For this we need first 
observe that there must be at least one point # PI on L, , and then prove 
THEOREM 1. Let VT be a pseudo plane with coordinatizing configuration 
P,,P,,L,,L,. ThenifOisanypoint #P,,ofL,,thereisapointPofr 
such that no three of P, , P, , 0, P are incident with a common line of T. 
Proof. Assume not. Then every point of w must lie on one of the three 
lines L, , L, , L, , where L, is the unique line containing 0 and P, (written 
0 * P, if the line must exist and is unique). In fact, by axiom (3) at least two 
of these lines must contain points other than P, , Pz , 0. Say Q IL, , R IL3 . 
But by axiom (1) there are unique lines Ml = P, * R, containing PI and R, 
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and M, = Pz * Q. Then, by axiom (2), these lines must have a unique point 
of intersection, which cannot be on L, , L, , or L, , contradicting our hypoth- 
esis. The same argument holds if Q IL, , R 1 L, , or Q IL2 , R IL3 , 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY. If T is a pseudo plane, w contains four lines, no three of which 
contain a common point. 
Proof. Consider the points PI , Pz , 0, P, given by Theorem 1, and the 
lines L, , L, , L3 = 0 * P, L, = Pz * P. Note that L4 and Lb are unique by 
axiom (1). Then axioms (1) and (2) immediately imply that no three of these 
lines contain a common point. 
The axioms for pseudo planes, then, are self-dual, and by considering 
the duals of pseudo planes (obtained from pseudo planes by interchanging 
points and lines) we can demonstrate the validity of the principle of duality 
for pseudo planes: Given any theorem valid for pseudo planes, the statement 
obtained by interchanging the words “point” and “line” is also a valid 
theorem about pseudo planes. 
2. COORDINATIZATION AND PSEUDO TERNARY RINGS 
Having defined the geometric notion of pseudo plane, we proceed to the 
task of introducing a coordinate system into an arbitrary pseudo plane 7rIT, 
with coordinatizing configuration PI , P, , L, , L, as described in the previous 
section. The process is analogous to the coordinatization of a projective 
plane and the methods are essentially the same, though care must be exer- 
cised to verify that the desired elements exist and are unique. Let 0 be any 
point # P, on L, , and J, any point such that no three of PI, Pz , J, 0 are 
collinear. Let L = 0 * J be the unique line determined by 0 and J, and 
associate with each point Q on L except L n L, (unique by 2) a distinct 
element a(Q) of a set R of symbols (including the symbols 0, 1) such that 
or(O) = 0, a(J) = 1. To each such point Q IL, Q # L n L, , we give the 
name (4Q), a(Q)). Now if P is any point of m - L1 , consider the unique lines 
Ml = PI * P, and M, = P, * P. By axiom (2), since PI 1 Ml , and P, 1 MS , 
we have L n M, = (a, a); i.e., L and M, intersect in a unique point, and 
L n M, = (b, b), a, b, E R. The point P is given the name (a, 6). Clearly, 
we have established a one-one correspondence between ordered pairs (x, y) 
for x, y E R, and the points of r - L, . The points of L, are named as follows: 
Let N,,, be the line determined by 0 and (1, m), and the point of intersection 
of N, and L, is called (m). Conversely, let P IL, be any point # PI . Then 
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if N is the line P -0, and N’ = PI * (1, l), then by axiom (2) Q = N n N 
is unique, and clearly Q = (1, m) for some m. Finally, let P, = (co). 
The lines of ?r are named as follows: L, = L, , if M = (co) . (a, a), then 
M is called [co, a] and if M is a line intersecting L, in a point (m), and inter- 
secting [co, 0] in a point (0, k), then M is called [m, k]. In this way, every 
ordered pair of elements in R is made to correspond to a unique line of ‘1~ 
not incident with (co), and conversely. Also, the lines # L, containing (co) 
are in one-one correspondence with the elements of R. 
So far, we have merely named each of the points and lines of r by a method 
almost exactly the same as is done in the coordinatization of a projective plane. 
Observe that precisely the axioms (1) and (2) were needed in order to establish 
this naming in a consistent fashion. Also the name “coordinatizing configura- 
tion” has been justified. The next step is to define the analogue of the Planar 
Ternary Ring and see if the geometric axioms force the corresponding alge- 
braic structure to have reasonable properties. Thus we define the following 
ternary function. 
DEFINITION. Let r be a pseudo plane which is coordinatized as above, and 
deJine 
Y =F(x, m, k)* (x,y)I Em, 4 (4) 
Thus we have defined a “ternary” function (possibly many-valued) whose 
domain is a subset of R x R x R, and whose range is a subset of R. By 
(R, F), we shall mean the set R together with the ternary function just de-. 
The essential properties of (R, F) are explored in 
THEOREM 2. Let r be a pseudo plane, and (R, F) the algebraic S~TWWC- 
obtained by coordinatizing 7~ and using (4) to define F. Then 
F(e,O,c)=F(O,a,c)=c fo~uZ1 a,c~R. 
F(l,a,O) =F(a, 1,O) =a for all a E R. 
(5) 
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For any x, m, k E R, there is a unique y E R s.t. y = F(x, m, k). (7) 
For any x, m, y E R, there is a unique k E R s.t. y = F(x, m, k). (8) 
For any k, y E R, andany m ( # 0) E R, there is a unique x E R. s.t. 
y = F(x, m, k). (9) 
For any k, y E R, andany x(#O)ER thereisaunique m E R s.t. 
y = F(x, m, k). (10) 
Proof. (5) The line [0, c] consists of all points (x, c), and (a, c) is the 
unique intersection of [0, c] and [co, u]. Also, the line [a, c] = (a) - (0, c) 
intersects the line [co, 0] in the unique point (0, c). (6) By definition, the point 
(a) is the intersection of L, and the line (1, a) * (0,O). Thus, (1, a) 1 [a, 01, 
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and a = F( 1, a, 0). Also, since (1, 1) IL = 0 * 1, the point L n L, was 
given the name (I), SOL = [l, 01, and (a, u) E [I, 01. 
(7) Let (x, y) be th e unique point common to [m, k] and [co, X] by 
axiom (2). Then y =F(x, m, K). Since (x, y) is the unique intersection 
yr = F(x, m, k) z- (CC, n) 1 [m, K], which cannot occur unless yr = y. 
(8) Let M be the unique line generated by (m) and (x,y). Then 
(0, k) = [co, 0] n M, and 171 = [m, k], where k is uniquely determined. 
(9) For m # 0, let (x, y) be the unique point of intersection of [m, K] and 
[O, y]. Then x is uniquely determined and y = F(x, m, k). 
(10) For x # 0, let M be the unique line determined by (0, k) and (x, y) 
by axiom (1). Then M n L, = (m), M = [m, k], and y = F(x, m, k). 
Having proved Theorem 2, we now turn our attention to the algebraic 
properties determined by pseudo planes and make the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a set containing at least the two elements 0, 1, and 
such that a ternary operation, F, is defined on the elements of R satisfying con- 
ditions (5)- (IO) of Theorem 2. Then (R, F) is called a Pseudo Planar Ternary 
Ring (shortened to Pseudo Ternary when no confusion can result). 
Note. The notion of pseudo ternary is an intuitive generalization of the 
idea of loop to a ternary function, with the exception of the special elements 
0, 1. Given the notion of planar ternary ring which coordinatizes a projective 
plane, however, the axioms (5)-( 10) seem to be a quite natural generalization 
of this concept. In fact, one can easily show that any planar ternary ring is a 
pseudo ternary. Theorems 4 and 5, below, help clarify the sense in which 
it is a “natural” generalization. 
Now let (R, F) be any pseudo ternary, and we shall construct, using the 
algebraic properties of (R, F), a geometric structure r in the following way. 
The points of rr are all ordered pairs (x, y), for x, y E R; all (x), x E R, and 
a special point (co). The lines of rr are to be all ordered pairs [m, k], for 
m,kER, all [cqk], kER, andL,. The incidences are defined as follows: 
(x,Y) I [a, 4 (00) I [co, 4, (4 IL,, (00) IL,, (m) I [m, 4 and 
(x, y) I [m, k] 0 y = F(x, m, h). 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 3. Let (R, F) be a pseudo ternary, and let 7r be the incidence 
strutture defined abowe. Then vr is a pseudo plmte with coordinatizitag configrra- 
tion P, , Pp , L, , L, , where PI = (oo), Pz = (0), L, = L, , L, = [oo, 01. 
Furthermore if one chooses as coordinatizing points 0 = (0,O) and J = (1, 1), 
the pseudo ternary obtained from n is isomorphic with (R, F). 
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Proof. We verify the axioms (l)-(3) defining a pseudo plane: 
(1) For the point (co), if Q IL, , then (00) * Q = L, uniquely, and if 
Q IL, , Q = (x, y), then (00) -Q = [ 03, x , uniquely. For any other point 1 
((0)#)(m)IL,, if PIL, then P * (m) = L, , uniquely, and if P IL,, 
then let P = (x, y). By axiom (8), there is a unique k E R such that 
y =F(x, m, A); i.e., there is a unique line [m, k] containing (m) and (x, y). 
If m = 0, axiom (5) gives (x, y) 1 [0, y]. If (0, k) is any point # (co) of 
[co, 01, and if P = (x, y) is any point # (0, k) of rr -L, , then if x = 0, 
P 1 [oo, 0] and [co, 0] = P * (0, k). On the other hand, if x # 0, by axiom (10) 
there is a unique m E R s.t. y =F(x, m, k), which gives [m, k] as the unique 
line determined by P and (0, k). 
(2) For L = L, , if M is any line # L containing (oo), then M = [co, k], 
and L, n M = (co) uniquely. Otherwise M = [m, k], and (m) is the unique 
intersection of M and L, . If L is any line (f L,) containing (co), L = [co, cc], 
and if M is any other line containing (co), L n M = (co). If M does not 
contain (co), then M = [m, k], and by axiom (7) there is a unique y E R 
s.t. y = F(x, m, k) giving the unique point (x, y) = L n M. Finally, if L 
is any line #L, containing (0), so that L = [0, y], and M is any line 
[m, k] #L not containing (a), then if m = 0, L n M = (0), and if m # 0, 
there is, by axiom (9) a unique x s.t. y =F(x, m, k), which yields the desired 
point. 
(3) Consider the points (co), (0), (0, 0), (1, I). The six lines they define 
are all well defined, and it can easily be seen that none of them contains 
three of the four points. 
The proof of the last statement is now trivial, and simply recognizes the 
fact that the statement 
(x, Y) I [m, kl* Y = F(x, m, 4 
can be used to define either the pseudo plane or the pseudo ternary. 
COROLLARY. Any planar ternary ring is a pseudo ternary. (This can also 
be proved quite easily directly from the axioms.) 
The next step is to define the usual two binary operations “+” and “e”, 
thus justifying the inclusion of 0 and 1 in the ring R. 
DEFINITION. For any x, y E R 
x fy =F(x, LY), 
x - y=F(x,y,O). (11) 
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The ring (R, F) is called “linear” if 
x.m+y=F(x,m,y) forall x,m,yER. (12) 
We now have the following immediate consequence of the axioms. 
THEOREM 4. If (R, F) is a pseudo ternary, the binary rings (R, +) and 
(R*, a) are both loops, with respective identities 0 and 1, where R* = R - (0). 
THROREM 5. Let (R, F) be a set R with a ternary operation F satisfying 
(5), (6), and (12). Then (R, F) is a pseudo ternary if and only if both (R, +) 
and (R*, *) are loops. 
aloof. We need only show that if (R, F) satisfies (5), (6), and (12), and if 
(R, +) and (R*, -) are loops, then (R, F) also satisfies (7), (8), (9), and (10). 
Take for example, (7). For any x, m, R E R, xm is uniquely defmed since 
(R*, -) is a loop and 310 = Om = 0. Therefore, xm + K is uniquely defined 
since (R, +) is a loop. Property (8) is slightly more difficult. For any 
x, m, y E R, xm is uniquely defined, and the equation xm + k = y has a 
unique solution for k as asserted. Axioms (9) and (10) follow similarly, where 
use must be made of the fact-that in a loop the equation xy = I is 
uniquely solvable for any one of the triple x, y, z, given the other two. 
The significance of Theorems 4 and 5 and the corollary to Theorem 3 is 
that they make clear the relationship between planar ternary rings and 
pseudo ternaries, and indicate the algebraic significance of the generalization. 
The theorems of this section have now provided us with the tools necessary 
to tackle some existence questions, which we take up along with some other 
results on finite pseudo planes in the next section. 
3. FINITE PSEUDO PLANES 
We begin the study of finite pseudo planes with the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let = be a finite pseudo plane (i.e., a pseudo plane containing 
a finite nsunber of points and lines). Then there is an integer n such that 
(a) Every point (&ne) of T is incident with exactly n + 1 lines (points) 
ofp; 
(b) YT contains exactly nz + n + 1 points (lines). 
Proof. A proof can be obtained purely geometrically, but it is simpler to 
make use of a coordinatizing pseudo ternary (R, F). Since r is finite, R will 
also be finite, and possesses n elements for some integer n. Now, making use 
of the equivalence of pseudo planes and pseudo ternaries established in 
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Theorem 3, the points (and lines) of 7r are in 1 - 1 correspondence with 
ordered pairs of elements of R plus elements of R plus 1 (the point (CO) or 
the line L,). Thus there must be exactly n2 + n + 1 points (and lines) in 71. 
As to the number of points on a line, if the line is L, or [a~, k] for some k, 
the answer is clearly n + 1 ((co), along with all (m), m E R for L, , and (co) 
along with (R, x), all x E R, for [co, k]). So let L be a line [m, K]. Then, since 
the line L intersects each of the n + 1 lines containing (co) (Lm and all 
[co, k]) exactly once, there must be exactly it + 1 points on [m, k]. The 
corresponding statement counting the number of lines containing a given 
point is proved by a dual argument. 
The integer tr will be called the order of the finite pseudo plane r. We now 
turn to some existence questions. There can be no Bruck-Ryser [I] theorem 
in the study of pseudo planes, as we have the following. 
THEOREM 7. Let n be any integer > 2. Then there exirts a pseudo plane of 
order n. 
Proof. We shall construct examples of linear pseudo ternaries for every 
n 2 2. Let R = (0, 1, *em, n - l}. Assume F is linear, and define addition 
in any fashion so long as (R, +) is a loop with 0 as identity. For example, 
one could take addition mod n, so that (R, +) would be a cyclic group. 
Multiplication will also be arbitrarily defined so long as (R*, a) is a loop with 
1 as identity. Clearly a multiplication can also be chosen so as to have (R*, *) 
a cyclic group. Since F was assumed linear F(x, m, y) = xm + y, and by 
Theorem 5, (R, F) is a pseudo ternary. The pseudo plane coordinatized by 
(R, F) has order tt. 
Having demonstrated that there exist pseudo planes of every order, we 
turn now to the problem of the existence of pseudo planes which are not 
projective planes. Obviously, any pseudo plane of order tt, where n is a 
Bruck-Ryser [I] number, cannot be a projective plane. On the other hand, 
there exist pseudo planes of prime power order which are not projective 
planes also. As examples, we construct pseudo ternaries of orders 4 and 5. 
The example of order 4 will be an example of a true pseudo ternary of minimal 
order, and the plane of order 5 will answer the existence question for prime 
orders. 
Let R, = (0, 1, a;b}, assume (R, , F) to be linear, and define an abelian 
addition with identity 0 as follows: 
l+l=a, l+a=b, l+b=O, a+a=O, a+b=l, b+b=a. 
(13) 
Multiplication will be defined with 1 as an identity and 
a2 = b , b2 = a, ab =ba = 1. (14) 
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To see that (R, , F) is a true pseudo ternary let rr be the plane coordinatized 
by R4 , and consider the two lines [I, 0] and [a, b]. The line [l, 0] is incident 
with the points (l), (O,O), (l,l), (a,~), (b,b), while the line [a,b] is incident 
with (a), (0, b), (1, l), (a, a), (b, 0). Thus the two lines have two points in 
common and rr is not a projective plane. 
To construct a pseudo ternary of order 5, let Rs = (0, 1,2,3,4}, assume F 
is linear, and addition will be taken to be ordinary addition mod 5. Multi- 
plication will be a cyclic group with 1 as identity and defined by 22 = 3, 
28 = 4, 24 = 1, 3 . 4 = 2, 4 -4 = 3. As above, Theorem 3 implies that the 
structure n coordinatized by (R, , F) is a pseudo plane, and to see that r 
is not a projective plane observe that the line [l, 21 consists of the points (I), 
(0,2), (1,3), (2,4)9 (3?0), and (4, l), while the line [2, I] consists of the points 
(2), (0, I), (1, 3), (2,4), (3901, and (4,2), so that two lines have 3 points in 
common. 
We shall next prove that any pseudo plane of order < 3 is a projective 
plane, but first we shall need the following simple combinatorial results. 
LEMMA 1. Let 7~ be a finite pseudo plane. If, given any two distinct points 
PI , Pz , there is at most one line containing both points, then z is a projective 
plane. 
Proof. Let P be any point of r, and let L, , L, , . . . . L,,,, be the n + 1 
lines of 7r containing P. Each contains n points other than 7r, so there are a 
totalofn(n+l)f1=n2+n + 1 points on these n + 1 lines. A point 
Q could have only been counted more than once if at least two of the lines, 
say L, , L, contained Q. But then P, Q 1 Li , Li , which contradicts the hypoth- 
esis of the lemma. Thus there are n2 + 71 + 1 distinct points on the lines 
Li . But since there are exactly n2 + n + 1 points in n, each of the points of r 
must be on a line in common with P. Next, given any two distinct lines, they 
have at most one point in common. For if there were two lines L, , L, with 
points PI , Pz such that Pi 1 Lj , i, j ) 1,2, the hypothesis of the lemma would 
be contradicted. 
A dual argument to the one used to show that every two points are joined 
by a line now show that any two lines have a point of intersection, completing 
the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let ‘IT be cnty pseudo plane with generating con&umtion PI , 
Pa, L, , L, , Pi 1 L, , PI 1 Li . Then if there are two points Ql , Qz which are 
collinear with either PI or P4 then the line L containing Ql and Qa is unique. 
Proof. Assume there is a line L such that QI, Qs , PI 1 L, or Qr , Qa , 
Pe IL, and that there is another line M such that QI , Qa 1 M. But now the 
line M has two points in common with the line L, which cannot happen by 
axiom (2), since L is one of the lines through PI or one of the lines through Pz 
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THEOREM 8. Let r be a finite pseudo plane of order < 3. Then 71 is a 
projective plane. 
Proof. Let rr be a pseudo plane which is not a projective plane. Then 
by Lemma 1 there are two points, Qr and Qa which are incident with at 
least two lines, M1 and M, . By Lemma 2, neither Ml nor M, contains (co) 
or (0). Let R, , R, be the (unique) points of intersection of [co, 0) with 
M1 and M, , respectively. Also, consider the lines iV1 = Qr . (0) and 
IV, = Q2 - (0). Th en if R, = Nr n [co, 0] and R, = [m, 0] n IV,, it is 
simple to verify, with axioms (1) and (2), that the Ri are distinct and none 
of them is equal to (co). For example, if R, = R, , then the unique line 
determined by R, and Q1 contains (0). But M1 contains R, , Qr , and &a , 
and if (0) 1 M1 , we would contradict Lemma 2. Thus we have demons- 
trated the existence of at least five points on [co,, 01, proving that the order 
of 7r is at least four. 
4. COLLINEATIONS 
We now leave the study of finite planes and turn to the “automorphisms” 
or collineations of pseudo planes. As in the previous sections, the theory 
develops along quite similar lines to the study of collineations of projective 
planes, but a certain amount of caution must be exercised when the “central 
collineations” are discussed. 
DEFINITION. Let m be a pseudo plane. A one-one mapping, v, of the points of 
r onto the points of V, and the lines of rr onto the lines of r will be called a col- 
lineation of rr if 
PILOPWIL9. (15) 
Note that if the action of a collineation 9, is known on the points of 7r, 
then it is uniquely determined on the lines of 7~. 
The product of collineations, v1 . ‘pz, is defined as follows 
pr1.m = (pal)w . (16) 
THEOREM 9. The collineations of a partial plane form a group. 
Proof. The identity map, I, is the group identity. If ‘p is a collineation, 
then (15) implies that p-1 is also a collineation. Next, if q1 , ~a are collinea- 
tions then 
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Thus, v1 * v2 is a collineation. Finally, the associative law follows from the 
fact that the collineations can be considered as a subgroup of the permuta- 
tion group of the points (lines). 
We turn now to a certain type of collineation whose study will help elucidate 
some of the algebraic properties of the pseudo ternary associated with a 
pseudo plane n. Let 9 be a collineation fking every point on some line L 
and every line containing some point P. Then v is called a (P, L)-central 
collineation. The notion of central collineation for arbitrary P and L seems too 
general to be of much use for the study of pseudo planes, but for certain P and 
L, the study is analogous to the notion for projective planes. We begin with 
THEOREM 10. Let rr be a pseudo plane with coordinatizin.g conjiguration 
(a)> to), La, [co, 01. Th en z q~ is a (P, L)-central collineati~ where P = (00) Y 
or (0), and L = L, or [a~, 01, q~ is completely determined by its effect on any 
point Q such that Q # P, Q IL. 
Proof. The four cases must be considered separately, but the proofs are 
quite similar. Let v be a ((03, L,)-central collineation. (Thus 
PIL,*PV=P, (oo)IL ti Le = L.) Let P be any point of n -L, , 
and PI its image under P. Assume first that P I [co, 01. Then for any Q IL, , 
Q$[co,O], let R=(P-Q)nL,, and Q'=[co-Q] n[R.Pq, where 
all the points and lines exist and are unique by axioms (1) and (2). For 
P$ [co, O], given any Q # (co), Q I [co, 0], let R = [Q - P] n L, , and 
then Q’ = [R . P"] n [oo, 01. Putting the two together, we determine F 
uniquely on every point of rr. The proof for ((a~), [co, 0])-, ((0), L,)-, and 
((0), [co, 0])-central collineations are completely analogous to the one just 
completed and are omitted. 
COROLLARY. Let q~ be a (P, L)-central collineation of one of the types dis- 
cussed in Theorem 13. If Q is a jixed point of q, either Q = P, or Q IL. 
DEFINITION. Let x be a pseudo plane with coordinatizing con&uration 
(~1, tO),L , [a~ 01. Th en w is said to be (P, L)-transitiwe (for P = (a~) 01 (O), 
and L = L, or [CD, 01) ifgi ven any line M # L, P 1 M, and any two points 
$.;h$,’ JJ;Ql, Q2 # P; Q1 , Q2 IL, there is a (I’, L)-central coliineation, v, 
‘p- 2’ 
The following result makes the concept of (P,L)-transitivity easier to 
apply. 
THEOREM 11. If the (P, L) central collineations (P = (co) w (0), L = L, 
or [co, 01) of a pseudo plane z are transi2ive on the points of one line M CMI- 
taking P, then v is (P, L) transitive. 
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Proof. Let N # L be another line (# M) containing P, and let Qr , Q, 
be any two points $L, # P of N. Choose any point Ii IL, R # P, and con- 
sider the fines R * Q1, R . Qs . These lines are unique (since R IL, or 
R 1 [co, 01. Similarly, since M contains (00) or (0), the points 
[R.QI] nM=S, and (Rep,) nM=S, 
are uniquely determined. Let cp be the (P, L)-central collineation with 
S,+’ = Qs . Then Qr’ = Qs , proving the theorem. 
5. RELATIONS BETWEEN CENTRAL COLLINEATIONS AND (R,F) 
In this section we shall examine some of the algebraic consequences of the 
possession of different types of (P, L) transitivity by a pseudo plane V. We 
begin with a theorem which is of independent interest, but is included here 
because of its application, via the corollary, to the subsequent study. 
THEOREM 12. Let w be apseudoplane with comdinatiting con..uratio# (CD), 
(Oh Lal , and [CD, 01, and let (R, F) be m of the pseudo tema~ies of TT. Then 
F(x, m, k) = xm + k (i.e., F is linear) if and only if whenever there are two 
qh ofpoints A,&-% and BJ%& with A,, 4 I [a, 01; 4, B, I [b ~1; 
Aa,BSI[~,o] (u,w#O, ~#a); and A,-A,nL,=B,-B,nL,, 
AI-A, nL,=B,-B, nL,,amfif(O), A,mdA,crrcc~ar, then(O), 
I& and B3 are collinear. 
Proof. Observe first that all points and lines mentioned in the statement 
of the theorem are uniquely determined either by Lemma 2 or axioms (1) 
and (2). Let A, = (0, a), B, = (0, d), A, = (u, b), A, = (v, b), B, = (u, c), 
B, = (e~,f), A, . A, n L, = (m), B, . B, n L, = (n). If F is linear, then 
since A,, A,, and M are collinear, and A, , A, , N are collinear we have 
um+a=b=vn+a. (17) 
Since (R, +) is a loop, we then conclude 
um=vn. (17’) 
Now, since M, B, , and B, are collinear, we have 
urn + d = c, (18) 
and since N, BI and B, are collinear, 
vn+-d=f. (19) 
But using (17’) in (18), wehavewn+d=c=f,hencec=fand(O),B,, 
and B, are collinear. 
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Next assume that c = f under the hypotheses of the theorem. Then 
F(u, m, a) = F(v, 11, u) = b 
F(u, m, d) = F(v, 12, d) = c. (20) 
Let d = 0, and obtain 
urn = vn = c. (21) 
Now specialize again by setting n = 1, and obtain 
urn = v = c. 
The first equation of (20) now gives 
F(u, m, u) = F(um, 1, a) = urn f a, 
proving the theorem. 
As a consequence of Theorem 12 we have the following 
COROLLARY. If (I pseudo plane Q is ((m), L,)-transitive OT ((0), [ 00, O])- 
transitive, then (R, F) is linear. 
Proof. First assume that w is ((co),&,)-transitive, and let A,, A,, A, 
and B, , B, , B, be two triples of points such that A, , B, 1 [CO, 01; 
4,41[~4; AsrBsIC~vl, 
A,-A,nL,=B,.B,nL,=(m)f(O); 
A,.A, nL,=B,.B, nL,=(n)#(O); 
and that A, 1 [(0) * A,]. Let p be the unique ((co), L&central collineation 
with Alq = B, . Then since A, . (m) is unique and (m)q = (m), we know that 
(A, - (m))” = B, - (m), and 
A,@’ = [A, . (m)]p n [co, u]+’ = [B, - (m)] n [03, u] = B, . 
Similarly, A3p = B, . Now, since A, 1 [A, . (0)], the line A, * A, is unique 
by Lemma 2 and [A,. A.Je = B, . B,, and since (O)I[A, . A,] and 
(Ok = (0), we conclude that (0) 1 [B, . B,]. Next, assume that n is 
((0), [a~, 0])-transitive, and let p be the unique ((0), [co, 0])-central colhnea- 
tion satisfying NV = M. Since nosv A, and B, are fixed by ‘p, we have 
(IV1 * A$ = M * A, , and 
(A# = [IV. Alp n [(0) - A,] = [M . A,] n ([0) . A,] = A,. 
Thus [co, v]” = [co, u]. Finally, 
BBq = [N. B,] n [CO, v]’ = [Mm B,] n [CO, U] = B,. 
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Since ‘p is a ((0), [co, O])- central collineation, it fixes each line containing (0), 
and in particular the line (0) * B, . Thus, since B,s = B, , we conclude that 
B, 1 [(0) * Ba] and the proof of the corollary is complete. 
We can now state and prove the theorems which probe the relationships 
between properties of (R,F) and various types of (P,L)-transitivity. 
THEOREM 13. Let TT be a pseudo plane and (R, F) one of its pseudo tern&es. 
Then (R, F) is linear and (R, +) is associative if and only if T is ((co), L,)- 
transitive. 
Proof. Assume that (R, F) is linear and (R, +) associative. Then the 
mapping la defined by: 
(xyY)-+(x3Y +a) [m, 4 + [m, h + al 
(4 - (4 [co, 4 - [a& 4 
(=))-+(a) Lo +L (22) 
will be a collineation if and only if 
(~,y)I[m, ~]-(x,Y)~~I [m, 41pa . (23) 
But this is equivalent to 
y=xm+Koy+a=xm+(R~a), (23’) 
which holds for all a E R. Clearly va is a ((oo), L,)-central collineation 
satisfying (0, O)qa = (0, a) and the collection of all (Pi is transitive on the 
points # (co) of [oo, 01, proving that r is ((a~), L,)-transitive. Now assume 
that r is ((co, L,)-transitive, and let pa be the (unique) ((co), L,)-central 
collineation satisfying 
(0, O)qo = (0, a). (24) 
Now (x, y)qa = (Fa(x, y), G,(x, y)). But since (Pi has center (co), F&x, y) = x, 
and since (O)+‘a = (0), GJx, y) is a function only of y, G,(x, y) = H,(y). 
Thus we have 
(x9 YP = (XP WY)), (25) 
where H,(O) = a. Also, 
[m, klc~ = [m, K(k)]. (26) 
Now, since ‘p. is a collineation, we have 
(x, y) I [m, 4 0 (x, YP I h W - (x1 K(Y)) I [m, K4411 
or 
y = F(x, m, k) 0 K,(y) = F(x, m, K(k)). (27) 
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Now (27) must hold for all m, k, so let m = 1, k = 0, and obtain 
y = x 0 H,(y) = x + a, 
or 
H,(x) = x + a. 
Using (28) in (27) we obtain 
y=F(x,m,k)oy+u=F(x,m,k+a). 
Letm=l,and 
y=x+koy+a=x+(k+u), 
or 
(x + k) + a = x + (k + a). 
(28) 
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This gives the associative law for addition, and linearity is a consequence 
of the corollary to Theorem 12. 
THEOREM 14. Let 7r be a pseudo plane und (R, F) one of its pseudo terrwies. 
Then (R,F) is Zineur and (R*, .) is ussociutiwe if and ody if a is ((0), [co, O])- 
trunsitiwe. 
Proof. Assume that (R, F) is linear and (R*, -) associative, and consider 
the mapping ~~ defined by: 
Now 
(m) + (a-‘m) I% 4 - [a-% kl 
(~3 Y) - (~a, Y) [co, Al+ [m, &I 
(00) -+ (a) L, +L, . 
Also, 
(x, Y) I [m, kl +Y = m + k. 
(x, YP I [mm, W 0 y = (mz) (a-Qn) + k = xm + k, 
(30) 
by associativity of multiplication. Thus the set of Pa is a group of ((0), [co, O])- 
central collineations transitive on the points (# (co), (0)) of L, . Next, 
assume that rr is ((0), [co, 0])-transitive, and let p. be the ((0), [co, O])- 
central collineation satisfying (1,O)~~ = (a, 0). Then we have 
(4” = h%(m)), [m, kl+‘a = C&(m), kl 
6, Y)” = (FAX, Y), G&s Y)). (31) 
As in the previous theorem, we can conclude from the nature of p’. that 
(x9 YP = w&4 Y), H,(l) = a. (32) 
Now, 
(x9 Y) I [m, kl ey = F@, m, k), 
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while 
(x,ypI[",~p*y =qc(x), &z(m), A). 
Let k = 0, and obtain 
y = xm 0 y = H,(x) . S,(m). 
Now, let x = 1, and we have 
(33) 
y=m*y=a-S,(m), 
or 
m = a * S,(m) =L,(S,(m)), 
where L,(x) = arc for any x E R. 
or L;;l(m) = &(m), (34) 
In (33), use (34) and let m = u, to get 
xa = (H,(x)) (L;;l(a)) = H,(x) - 1, 
or 
H,(x) = x * a. 
Finally, let m = ay =L,(y) in (33), to get 
(35) 
which is the associative law of multiplication. As above, linearity is a con- 
sequence of the corollary to Theorem 12, and the proof is complete. 
This will conclude our present examination of pseudo planes and pseudo 
ternaries. It should be fairly clear by this time that the study of pseudo 
planes unfolds in almost the same fashion as that of projective planes (with 
mostly the same theorems). In fact most of the theorems about projective 
planes seem to have valid analogues concerning pseudo planes-excluding 
of course, the Bruck-Ryser Theorem. Hopefully, a study of finite pseudo 
planes could provide some insight into some of the existence and non- 
existence questions still outstanding in the field of finite projective planes, 
but no such results are at present known to the author. 
6. ZERO-ONE MATRICES 
We conclude this paper with an interpretation of Theorem 6 in the lan- 
guage of zero-one matrices. Let 7~ be a finite pseudo plane with points PI , 
p,, p,, p4, -**9 PN , and lines L, , L, , -*-,LM, where PII P2,L,,L,is a 
coordinatizing configuration of rr. Let A be the N x M matrix defined by 
1 if 
‘,f = 0 I 
pi IL, 
if pi IL*’ 
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If we assume that P, , P, , a.., P, are the points of rr incident with L, , 
and Pl, P,,, , .a-, P, are the points of n incident with L, , and L, , *.*, L, 
are the lines of 7r incident with P, , and L, , L,+l , **a, L, the lines incident 
with Pz , and, finally, that no three of P1 , Pz , P, , P,+l are collinear, we can 
restate Theorem 6 as follows: 
THEOREM 15. Let rZ be an N x M zero-one matrix (N, M 3 4) with 
a,, = a12 = tQ.1 = 1, a*2 = 0; a,, = 1, i,<m; qi=O, i>m; uzi=O, 
i = 2, . ..) m, i > t; uzi = 1, m + 1 < i < t. Also, q, = 1, i < h; a, = 0, 
i>h; ui2=0, i=2;**, h, i > s; ui2 = 1, K +- 1 < i < s. Next (non- 
degwucy) we must ussume that there does not exist a j such that 
%l,j = 1 = ~,,j = u2,j, 01 u,+,,j = 1 = %,j = u,,, . Finally, let AA’ = B, 
A’A=C.Ifb,j=1fo~ulli~sundullj#i,undc,~=~foralli~tund 
all j # i, then there exists an integer n such thut N = M = n2 + n + 1, and 
bii = cii = n + 1, i = 1, 2, **e, n2 + tl + 1. 
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